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Moving in Someone else’s Hands: An explora�on of the boundaries between cultural 

embodiment and individual agency in Dhamal SuD Dance

by Sara Azzarelli

Introduc#on

In approaching such a variegated and changeable phenomenon as a form of Sufsm1 could be, I fnd 

it appropriate to menton anthropologist Andrée Grau’s statement according to which “we cannot 

look at one history of one dance, we have to look at many histories of many dances” (1998: 200). In 

the huge panorama of what we could defne as “Suf dance”2, I intend to focus on one specifc type 

of  Pakistani  ritual  known as  Dhamal and characterized  by  its  “informal”  and “popular”  nature 

compared with the ones practced among more insttutonalized Suf orders, mostly placed out of 

Pakistan. According to anthropologist Jürgen W. Frembgen, this practce is  specifcally associated 

with the devotees of the Qalandar3 movement, based on “a radical, provocatve, but also ascetc 

way of life which rejects the social values and the formalism of the external  world and instead 

strives  for  states  of  religious  rapture,  abandonment  and  ecstasy”  (2012:  79).  Because  of  this 

“informality”, the  Dhamal  is characterized by an open approach to the ritual, both regarding the 

possibility of partcipaton access and the range of movements permited during the dance, when 

usually the main - or the only - movement typifying Suf dance is whirling.  However, the dance 

process is not totally free, but there are common bases from which the partcipants can draw to  

make their  ritual  dance:  this  allows  them to  move actvely  in  the improvisaton process,  even 

remaining related to their embedded cultural background. 

1 According to Charles S. J. white’s defniton, “Sufsm is an expression of mystc temperament found in the religion of  
Islam […] [which] evokes an intense concern for divine love, combined with certain physical and psychic disciplines  
to create a state of ecstasy in its practtoners” (1965: 114).

2 It is appropriate to underline the limitatons of the term “dance”, a Western word which denotes a feld of corporeal  
actvites  not  broad  enough  to  use  it  in  referring  to  several  non-Western  movement  systems.  As  American  
anthropologist Adrian Kaeppler puts it, “in many no-Western societes there is no indigenous concept comparatve  
to “dance” and a larger view of structured movement systems is de rigueur”(1991: 12). Nevertheless, I will use the 
term  “dance”  in  relaton  to  the  Dhamal  Suf  practce,  since  the  practtoners  themselves  (and  frstly  my 
collaborators) use this term to defne it.

3 The movement derives its name from his pivotal fgure, the Suf saint Lal Shahbaz Qalandar (Frembgen 2012: 80).
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My purpose is therefore to investgate how and in which measure the “informality” of  Dhamal 

allows the social  actors to act  through movement,  make decisions in dancing  and re-write the 

meaning and the functon of the performance, based on their own perspectves and needs. Where 

does  the embodiment of  a  specifc socio-cultural  positon fnish and where does  the individual 

possibility of agency begin? How do the social actors “adjust their learned behavior to the given 

moment, the present situaton of the dance event” (Felföldi 2002: 17)? 

In  this  paper  I  will  introduce  a  possible  structure  and  methodology  for  going  through  the 

exploraton of this ritual dance, selectng and analyzing signifcant paterns of movement - or even 

singular gestures - and locatng them between the process of cultural embodiment, according to 

which “cultural knowledge is embodied in movement” (Sklar 1991: 6) and the one of individual 

agency.

Methodology

In elaboratng a methodology to investgate this topic, the startng point is the observaton of two 

video extracts staging diferent  Dhamal  performances, both of them taking place in Pakistan in 

diferent  contexts4.  Because  of  the  wide  range  of  improvised  movements,  I  do  not  fnd  it  

appropriate to use a specifc notaton system to describe them, while I fnd it proper to undertake a 

careful  descripton  combined  with  the  qualitatve  analysis  of  peculiar  elements5.  Moreover,  I 

develop this investgaton on two diferent levels: frstly I describe simple paterns of movements 

which  are  usually  repeated  contnuously  during  the  dance  sessions  and  in  some  cases  by  a 

signifcant part of the partcipants and because of that, they could be considered as basic shared 

elements.  From this  point I  move to the second level,  considering the movements the dancers  

perform in creatng their own devotonal dance, their own “prayer”. As ethnomusicologist Richard 

K. Wolf points out, a careful analysis of basic simple paterns can be “an useful point of departure  

4 As Anya Royce states, a flm provides a record of a partcular performance, rather than a record of a partcular dance 
(2002: 53, in Bakka e Karoblis, 2010: 171). Therefore, their analysis consttutes a preliminary phase of the research,  
which should be followed by an actve and contnuous partcipaton, direct observaton and gathering data of several 
performances. Indeed, this paper wants to be nothing more than a methodology plan to develop a more elaborate  
research about Dhamal.

5 In integratng descripton of movement paterns and qualitatve analysis of relevant elements I take inspiraton from 
the methodology used by Deidre Sklar in studying the annual festa of Tortuga in New Mexico (1991).
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for examining the ways in which individuals create subjectvites and situate them within something 

larger” (2006: 261). However, since investgatng individual actons means going over the kinetc 

phenomena we observe, the analysis of body movements has to be combined with a method for 

“going beyond the visual surface” (Felföldi 2002: 18) and exploring the meanings that the social 

actors give to their  dancing.  As anthropologist  Deidre Sklar states, “the ethnographer  wants to 

know nothing less than how a given group of people fnd or,  more accurately,  make  meaning” 

(1991: 6). A necessary element the researcher should add to the descriptve analysis of movements  

is  a  more  dialogical  mode  of  knowledge  constructon  (Bakka  –  Gore  2002),  realizable  through 

diferent interview techniques.

I atempt thereby to approach Dhamal combining movement descripton and analysis with the oral 

material  obtained by several  interviews, including “self-confrontaton interviews”,  in which “the 

agent is replaced in the lived situaton which is the object of the interview, under the controlled 

guidance of the researcher” (Bakka – Gore 2007: 2).

During  the period  of  interviewing,  my main  collaborator,  a  Pakistani  Suf musician  and dancer 

currently  living  in  Italy,  was  temporally  in  Pakistan  for  visitng his  relatves.  Thus,  what  in  the  

beginning was an atempt to communicate via Skype, became an actual small electronic feldwork 

when his relatves and neighbours started to interact with me as well, telling me what they know 

about Dhamal,  in which way they partcipate to the ritual. Although lacking a standard feldwork, 

the analysis of video material combined with a signifcant amount of informaton produced with my 

“online feldwork” can compensate for the unaccounted elements, especially since one of the social 

actors performing in the videos is my main interlocutor himself.

Wri#ng one’s own dance

“Basically Dhamal can be described as a ritual dance which expresses a 'communal', spiritual state 

of trance (hal - presence) or ecstasy in which the subject dissolves his or her self” (Frembgen 2012: 

88).  Even  if  the  same  devotonal  goal  is  shared  between  diferent  social  actors,  they  engage 

diferently in the ritual showing diversity in body techniques and related aesthetc styles. As my 

collaborator Ayub explains to me, “the guru or someone else teaches you the bases, but when you 
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enter in the dance the movements just happen: it is here that everyone can reach the uniqueness”6. 

These common elements, usually actvely learnt from a guru (dance and music teacher) or passively  

absorbed in the process of cultural embodiment, become, into the ritual, the bases for individual 

reworking.  However, where is the line between their  free process of  creaton, and the cultural 

background that moves them to make sense in their actons? It is exactly in this boundary that the  

analysis of movements has to be located, exploring the dance of the social actors presented in the 

videos.

The frst  clip  we take into  consideraton  is  part  of  a  documentary  flm7 about  Mela Chiraghan 

(festval of the lights), a three days annual Hazrat Madho Lal Hussain’s  ‘urs8 festval in the city of 

Lahore (north-east of Pakistan). The video shows a  Dhamal ritual which took place at the saint's 

shrine in March 2004 and involves, in additon to the drummers, fve dancers, who, according to  

Ayub,  could  be  both malangs  (ascetcs)  and  dhamalis  (dedicated  dancers)9.  They  are  basically 

reproducing the drums’ rhythm, sustaining it mainly with feet and arm movements and entering in 

a strong coordinaton with the players. The drummers control their movements through the strokes 

of  the  dhōl  (typical two-headed drum), using repettve rhythmic paterns gradually increasing in 

rapidity but also creatng interest for the dancers by insertng breaks (toŗa) and tripartte cadences 

(�yas). Observing the video10, Ayub remarks that “in Dhamal the musician has a fundamental role 

because he is the driver and the dancers are in his hands: they must follow the drummer when he  

changes rhythm, like if he was moving them as puppets”11.  Indeed, it  is mainly in the way the 

dancers sustain the drums’ rhythm that the level of individual improvisaton takes form.         

The most elaborate sequences of movements are proposed by the only female dancer, who tries to 

antcipate and respond to the drummers' artculatons frequently changing movements. 

6 Interview with Ayub, 33, professional Suf musician and dancer, (Skype conversaton, 20/10/2012). All the interviews  
are translated from the original version in Italian.

7 The document is a clip from a documentary produced by Syed Hamraz Ahsan for IKTARA. Available on Youtube at:  
htp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oveIL43ZAjg, (the movements analysis is focused on minute 1:03-1:35 and 2:13-
2:52).

8 An urs’ is a “mourning/celebratory rituals commemoratng a saint’s death as eternal rebirth and his fnal “wedding” 
or mystcal union with the Prophet and God” (Werbner 1996: 311).

9 Interview with Ayub, (Skype conversaton, 22/10/2012).
10 A part from the regular use of self-confrontaton or “feedback interviews”, based on performers’ comments on their  

own video recording from various events (Giurchescu – Torp 1991: 6), within this investgaton I frequently asked my 
interlocutors to comment and explain dance events in which other subjects were dancing.

11 Interview with Ayub, (Skype conversaton, 22/10/2012).
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Female dancer, Mela Chairaghan 2004, Lahore.

        

She sustains the rhythm  with a foot patern more emphasized on the right leg which constantly 

gestures  a  stamping  on  the  ground  while  the  lek  leg  has  a  contnuous  minimal  step.  She 

intermitently jumps and rotates the whole body stll emphasizing this stronger movement on her 

right leg and aker that she starts coordinatng the feet patern with arm movements: putng her 

weight  on  the  right  leg  she  stretches  the  right  arm  to  the  right  up  diagonal  doing  the  same 

movement with the lek arm toward the opposite diagonal. Aker the repetton of this motf on each 

side for two tmes, the woman contnues to dance coordinatng the movements of arms, torso and 

head and maintaining the same irregular footsteps patern. In every movement and gesture she 

appears strong and energetc12. Her presence is highly perceived in the space, since her showing of 

virtuosity  and high  technique  in  comparison  with  the  other  dancers  involved.  A  moment  that 

clarifes her preeminent role is when the female dancer and the man dressed in red start to shake 

their  heads  simultaneously  right  and  lek  and  it  is  the  woman  who  decides  to  interrupt  the 

interacton antcipatng the drum change of rhythm, totally modifying the quality of movement and 

introducing facial and gestural expressiveness13. 

12 Descripton concerning minute 1:03-1:35 in the video.
13 Descripton concerning minute 2:13-2:52 in the video.
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Interac�on between two dancers, Mela Chiraghan 2004, Lahore.

    

The variety of movements added to the basic foot patern by the woman and partcularly their 

energetc and determinate quality, put her in a leading role in the ritual, displaying the presence of  

individual agency as well as performance art in Dhamal (Frembgen 2012). Indeed, making decisions 

in the improvisaton process, a woman, commonly having a separated place in Suf ritual14, not only 

can locate herself in a more actve role than the male dancers she is performing with, but can also  

re-draw her positon as a dedicated dancer who is moving close to God. What makes her able to  

play such a preeminent role is the common shared “image of one controlled by a disembodied 

agency” (Wolf 2006: 249), a spiritual essence, who actually guides the dancer. According to my 

collaborators, “it is not possible to describe how someone is dancing  Dhamal, because when the 

"real" dance starts it is someone else who is moving your body”.15 Indeed, the main goal of this 

ritual dance is to abandon themselves “in someone else hands” (Qureshi 1994), where every acton 

is allowed. 

14 As my interlocutor Kossar explains to me, “when the Dhamal takes place at the shrine of the saints, we (she means 
women) usually perform the ritual in a separated space, but there are partcular occasions and partcular spaces 
when we can dance with the men, all together, because we are all close to God and for him we are all the same”  
(Interview with Kossar, Skype conversaton, 26/10/2012).

15 Interview with Ayub, Azim and Possar, (Skype conversaton, 22/10/2012).
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The Dhamal setngs which mainly highlight this cultural process are women's exorcisms. Azim is a  

Pakistani singer and musician who earns a living working with a group of female players specialized 

in this kind of ritual16. When a woman is possessed by a spirit, her family usually calls a group of  

musicians and singers like this one, for staging a Dhamal ritual whose goal is to understand why the 

spirit is in the girl and make him go away through her dancing. “The musicians play and sing various 

songs dedicated to diferent divinites because you don't know from which religion the spirit comes 

from. So,  we sing for Qalander, Kali  Mata17 and other deites or saints and it is only  when the 

woman starts to dance that we know we are singing for the right one”18. 

Woman performing Dhamal

In these occasions, the dance of the women involved usually consists in swinging their head in a 

circle sweeping the foor with their hair while they are sitng on the ground, kneeling or standing 

16 All  the  informaton  about  women's  exorcisms  through  Dhamal  were  gathered  from interviews  with  Azim,  22, 
musician and singer and his mother and colleague Possar, singer, (Skype conversaton, 24/10/2012).

17 Kali  Mata is one of the several names of the Hindu Goddess.  The attude of singing for deites from diferent  
religions highlights how Dhamal is not an exclusively Muslim practse but indeed "is an expression of devoton to the 
divine that extends beyond any specifc religious boundary" (Ramey 2008: 4).

18 Interview with Azim, 22, (Skype conversaton, (24/10/2012).
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with their upper bodies bowed forward.

However, Azim and his mother Possar remark that “they can do every kind of movement because 

when they start to dance they do not control their bodies anymore: someone else does that”19. It is 

exactly in the decision of which God is moving them and in which way that women's acton takes 

place: the stage where they can dance is completely determined by their socio-cultural positon, but 

when they are moved by an external agency they are allowed to make any decisions. Somehow, 

they are actually confrming Cynthia Novak's statement, according to which "dance may refect and 

resist cultural values simultaneously" (Novak in Reed 1998: 521). Moreover, agency20 is not only 

about someone moving, but also about how they perceive their moving: a basic element we have to 

consider in this investgaton is what Wolf defnes as “alternatve readings of Dhamal” (2006: 253), 

individual reinterpretaton of the ritual, consttutve of the social actors’ subjectvity.

Individual rhythm

The second clip proposed presents a Dhamal session performed by my main interlocutor Ayub, in 

Lahore on the occasion of the annual Shal Jamal's21 ‘urs festval22.  As in the frst video, we can 

observe a strong coordinaton between drummers and the dancer:  the drummers control  Ayub 

through the sounds of the dhōl and he reacts performing simple paterns of movements repeated 

contnuously  with  partcular  atenton  and  quickness  in  changing  the  speed  of  executon.  The 

stamping of the feet is the basic movement during the entre ritual, executed in 4, 6 or 16 beats 

according to the drums’ rhythm and intensifed by the ratling ankle-bells (ghungrūs), an instrument 

which the dancer can use to reply to the drummers’ calling in their rhythmical dialogue. 

19 Interview with Azim and Possar, (Skype conversaton, 24/10/2012).
20 The  term  “agency”,  having  the  connotatons  of  autonomy  and  self-determinaton,  could  not  be  the  most  

appropriated to speak about this process of disembodiment, especially since the social actors themselves stress the  
fact that they are not responsible for their actons, but someone else is. Nevertheless, the term highlights the fact  
that in the process of improvisaton, the actors, appealing to someone else’s agency, are actually allowed to act in  
relaton to subjectve perspectves.

21 Saint historically associated to the trance dance and weekly venerated performing Dhamal in his shrine, situated in 
the quarter of Ichra, Lahore (Frembgen 2012).

22 The video was posted on Youtube by my collaborator Ayub himself. This is available at: 
htp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=setT5pAUV_M 
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Example of Ghungrūs, wore by Ayub

The dancer considers his feet patern as the base of the dance, as a dhikr23, a song in his mind that 

enters his body during the whole dance session24. Performing Dhamal, the dancers can usually hear 

dhikr formulas in the diferent sequences of beats and also recite them silently or audibly during the 

dance (Ayub explains to me how in every couple of steps he individuates the formula “Allah hu!” 

which means “God is”, with the precise patern: Allah – step on the right foot, hu – step on the lek 

foot)25.  Gradually  Ayub  starts  swinging  his  bent  forearms and shaking  his  head  right  and lek, 

constantly  increasing  the  speed  of  the  movement.  Even  doing  extremely  rapid  and  sharp 

movements, he maintains a sok and relaxed abandon in his face, never contractng his expression. 

People around paying the musicians for his performance, pass the money before near Ayub’s head, 

in the traditonal gesture of Vel, because in that moment he is dancing with God26. 

23 Literally “remembrance”, the dhikr o zikr are formula which are usually sung in the more insttutonalized kinds of 
Suf dance (Frembgen 2012; Qureshi 1994; Werbner 1996). In Dhamal ritual they are usually embodied in the beats 
of the drum and in the movement paterns but can also be recite during the performance (Frembgen 2012: 89).

24 Interview with Ayub, (Skype conversaton, 22/10/2012).
25 This patern is clearly observable in the video (minute 1:50-2:00), when the focus of the camera is on Ayub’s feet.
26 Minute 5:18-5:34.
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What we can observe in the video is a dancer actvely playing with the rhythm and the basic foot 

paterns, something which perfectly refects the role of a male Suf dancer in the ritual as well as in 

the community. However, it was only “atemptng to fgure out the meaning that dance has in the  

personal life of the informant” (Gyorgy 2004: 44) 27, that I was involved in how Ayub really perceives 

his Dhamal. “When I dance, my mother is with me and every movement brings me closer to her.  

When I shake my head right and lek and my long hair swings touching my face and my shoulders 28, 

I can feel my mother touching and supportng me, and I'm not scared of falling, because I know she 

is with me”.

 

Ayub performing Dhamal 

27 As ethnochoreologist Martn Gyorgy maintains “without taking the dance personalites into consideraton, collected,  
studied or published dance material not only becomes stylized abstracton and a superfcial simplifed summary, but  
also becomes suspicious of being fabricaton” (2004: 44).

28 The head swinging is partcularly present in minute 6:48-7:30.
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According to him, love is the only key of this ritual dance: “the term Dhamal is derived from the 

word  “dam”,  which  means  “breath”.  When  you  dance  God  gradually  penetrates  you  and  the 

rhythm of your breath as well as the rhythm of your feet and your heart should be the same of the  

rhythm of the drums”. Ayub draws himself in this poetc of giving love, not only to God and to the 

saint, but to every human being, partcularly to his dead mother: this is the deeper meaning he 

gives to his dancing. Without going beyond the observaton and talking with him, it would have 

been impossible to understand that the sokly abandonment of his facial expressiveness was related 

to this principle of giving love through the movement and reaching beloved people. In this case, the 

agency takes place in the individual redefniton of the meaning and functon of the dance, which is 

however neatly localized in the positon he has in the community. 

Conclusion

By inscribing this variegated range of personal approaches to Dhamal in the relatonships between 

cultural embodiment and individual agency, we have the opportunity to observe social actors who 

“creatvely  alternate subject positons according to local terms of discourse and behaviour” (Wolf 

2006: 247). The boundary where the cultural background is crossed even remaining infuent could 

be identfed with the observed tendency that the partcipants have to appeal their own agency to 

someone else. Atemptng to totally dissolve themselves and reach the unity with God, possessed 

by a spirit with no name or abandoned in a dance with a beloved person, they seem not to consider 

themselves  responsible  for  what  they  do  and  locate  their  own  agency  in  a  process  of  

disembodiment.  If,  according to Jane C.  Desmond, movement is a “social  text” (1993-4: 36) on 

which cultural benefts can be inscribed it consttutes at the same tme a tool with which the social 

actors  can  actvely  re-draw  their  positons,  appealing  their  acton  to  someone  else,  culturally 

recognized by the community.
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Abstract – ITA 
Nell’ambito  del  fenomeno  religioso  a  caratere  mistco  conosciuto  come  Sufsmo,  il  movimento 
corporeo è percepito ed utlizzato come forma di preghiera per raggiungere la divinità. La danza diviene 
un rituale, atraverso il quale i devot possono unirsi con il loro dio. Presso la maggioranza degli ordini  
Suf isttuzionalizzat in vari paesi, questa danza è generalmente regolata da rigide norme riguardant sia  
la possibilità di accesso al rituale che la gamma di moviment permessi. La danza Dhamal, pratcata da 
alcuni gruppi Suf del Pakistan è invece caraterizzata da un aperto accesso al rituale e da un’ampia  
varietà di possibilità coreutche a disposizione dei partecipant. Con un’analisi focalizzata sui confni tra i 
moviment di  base che i  danzatori  condividono e le loro soggetve modalità  di  meterli  in  pratca,  
questo saggio esplora lo spazio di agency individuale che questo specifco rituale può creare.

Abstract – EN
Within the mystcal branch of Islam known as Sufsm, bodily movement is perceived and used as a form  
of prayer to reach the divinity. The practce of dance becomes a ritual, through which devotees can 
become one with their god. Among the majority of insttutonalised Suf orders all over the world, this 
dance ritual is normally regulated by strict norms both regarding the possibility of partcipaton access  
and  the range  of  movements  permited.  The  Pakistani  Suf practce  known as  Dhamal,  instead,  is 
characterized by a relatvely open access to the ritual and a variety of choreutc possibilites for the 
partcipants.  Through investgatng the boundaries between the basic movement shared among the 
dancers  and  their  individual  modalites  of  engaging  with  them,  this  paper  explores  the  space  of  
individual agency that this ritual may create.
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